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MY HOPES FOR UNIFICATION 

As many of you know, I was surprised when Reverend Brian Kachikis endorsed me for Pontifex 

Maximus of the Church. I was honored that he would recognize my achievements for Creativity in this 

way, and happy that an esteemed Creator such as himself thought me worthy of this task. I hadn’t really 

thought about being Pontifex Maximus before that time. Those of you who have our first Creativity- 
sponsored issue of this newsletter (July 1995) will note that J expressly disclaimed leadership of the Church 

of the Creator and that I would be hard-pressed to be able to put forth the necessary time to fill this role 

even if I were offered supreme leadership. 

However, since Brian’s letter, I have thought deeply about this and realize that time really is a 

plentiful entity once one knows how to organize it, and that my commitment to Creativity and to all of you 

knows no bounds. As a completely practical matter, I know my schedule, and I know that time can 
definitely be made, as it already has been made in the building of our New (now World) Church of the 

Creator. Also, most importantly, I realize that Creativity is in dire need of one leader now who will be able 

to coordinate all activities of the Church for maximum effect. I believe that I have the capability, the 

energy, and the determination to bring the branches of Creativity back together, end the bad blood which 

has occurred between some of the branches and members, and recapture the ground we have lost and lead 
Creativity forward to heights yet witnessed. I believe that I am the "great promoter" whem Ben Klassen 

had searched for, but in vain. Unfortunately, during his life I was still committed to a political, rather than 

religious solution to the problem. 

Many of you reading this, including my fellow Reverends, have expressed your support of me 

becoming Pontifex Maximus, and I wish to thank you for that support. 

Before Ben Klassen died, he instructed that a Guardians of the Faith committee be established to 
insure that our creed be untampered with and that there be an orderly chain of succession. 1] am therefore 
entrusting the Guardians of the Faith with this decision, which should be made soon. From what | 

understand, there is a very good chance that | will indeed be appointed Pontifex Maximus. In any case, I 
will continue to do my utmost for Creativity, the religion whose success will decide the future of our 

beloved White Race.



"Heaven on Earth" 

by Creator Donald J. Hill 

Recently, on a brisk Sunday morning, my wife and I attended a church service unlike any other service 
we had attended before. Also, in the recent past, we had attended services in the so-called "Christian Faith." 

During this time, we had found ourselves attending so that we would "fit in" and also, spiritually find ourselves. 

In these services, I found myself feeling as I did when this quest had been tried in years gone past. I found 
myself watching others from the gathering pray and sing to someone or something that, with all my might, I 

could not bring myself to do. All of their actions were directed toward a book, a book that no person has ever 

brought forward any evidence that any written scripture in it has even an inkling of truth to it. "Fitting in" was 

not in the cards. I felt alienated, even silly. My wife, Jennifer, let me know before this, how it was going to 

be. Still, she played along and went with me. Soon, the effort was no longer within us. 

As time went by, fate happened to bring us another religion that we could ponder. This religion felt 

natural. It had substance which not only could we have faith in, but its scripture was backed by known facts 
and common sense. 

On that brisk Sunday morning, we attended a service for The Church of the Creator. The service 
consisted of sermons and the reading of the church’s commandments. The text consisted of Nature, Race, and 

what is happening to our Mother Earth. 

Before us were people that we could finally "fit in" with. It was easy to "believe" in this religion, for 

I have seen nature before my very own eyes and I am of the White Race. This pondering will no longer be 
within us, for we know where we truly belong. 

Reverend Hale has introduced us to a way of life that has always been in my heart. I believe that this 

has always been suppressed within me so that I would not be going against the grain. 

Only now it is realized that against the grain is what is real, and I am not alone with my heartfelt feelings 
that have grown within me, in time, due to facts and personal experiences. 

The "Christian Faith" is letting the bad walk all over us. I will not have my children and grandchildren 
eat? watch me "turn the other cheek" nor will they see me “love thy enemy. 

Religion is one of the most important aspects of a person’s life. Jennifer and I have found "heaven on 
Earth." It is Creativity, and it is purely natural. 
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CHURCH NOW CALLED THE WORLD CHURCH OF THE CREATOR 

In hopeful anticipation of the likely, impending unity between all branches of Creativity, and because 
we wish to make it clear that our Church is international in scope, our Church has been renamed, The World 
Church of the Creator. Having this name will also (provided that unity is achieved) make clear that East Peoria 
is indeed the location of the trunk of our Creativity tree, with branches spreading out all over the world. All 
of these branches may be known simply as "The Church of the Creator," or possibly have their locations 
mentioned, such as "The Milwaukee Church of the Creator." 

Also, the name The New Church of the Creator is no longer appropriate for the fact that our Church is 
no longer "new." Also, there are many comrades of the "old" Church of the Creator who have joined with us 
in our efforts. 

We definitely want to spread Creativity outside the shores of the United States. There is particularly 
great potential amongst our White Racial Comrades in Eastern Europe who may not feel comfortable with 
National Socialism or the swastika per se, but whom would be receptive to an all-embracing White religion like 
Creativity. 

-Reverend Matt Hale 

PRISONER’S FUND ESTABLISHED 

Many of those who write the Church on a regular basis are unfortunately behind bars. Some of them 

are there for violently resisting the subhuman savages, for protecting their families, etc. Others are there because 

they truly committed crimes against society and are justly punished. What unites all of these prisoners is that 

they all care about the White Race. Whether they did before or after they became incarcerated is of no concern, 

for our job is indeed to inculcate our White Racial Comrades with Creativity, whatever their status may be. 

However, in its battle, the Church must be sparing in its resources, and make sure that the vast majority 

of its resources go towards straightening out the thinking of our befuddled people. The proceeds from every 

donation we receive, whether for books, tapes, subscriptions, etc., goes towards this necessary goal: 
straightening out the thinking of our Race. 

Many prisoners are unable to contribute financially to the Cause, but wish to receive materials from the 
Church, such as books and newsletters. The Church does not have the resources to do this. However, what we 

are doing now is giving you, fellow Creators, the chance, if you so wish, to purchase these items for prisoners. 

We are therefore establishing a "Prisoner’s Fund." If you order materials from the Church, and you would like 

part of your donation to go to this fund, simply say so and it will. We will be compiling a list of prisoners, and 
Church materials will be distributed evenly to them. 

Prisoners should still try to pay for their requested materials, if not with cash or check, then with the 
same amount in postage stamps. Barring this, they should try to get someone on the outside to forward these 
funds for them. 

As it has always been the policy of our Church to send an initial free newsletter to all who request it, 

this newsletter will be sent to all prisoners who request information from here on out. 

CONFIDENTIAL MAIL FORWARDING 

Another new project we are starting is a confidential mail forwarding service. This service will also be 

of particular benefit to prisoners (prisoners usually cannot write each other) but will also be of benefit to all 
those who for whatever reason, do not want their letters sent from their own location. 

Anyone who would like to have their letter (keep it to a maximum of four separate pages) forwarded 

should send $1.00 per letter or three $.32 stamps. Be sure to include the full address of the person you would 
like it sent to.



The Program to Overcome the Tyranny and Violence Against the White Race 

Our program to overcome the tyranny and violence against us must proceed in the following order, from 

one emergency to the next. 
1. It is not our objective to declare a war of violence against the Jews, niggers, and other mud races. 

We will assert ourselves non-violently but be adamant in our pursuit to freely practice our religion 

as guaranteed by the First Amendment to the Constitution. We will demand, as everyone else, the 

right to peacefully assemble, as guaranteed by the Constitution, and the right to organize. 

2. As we organize our churches, we will distribute NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION and THE 

WHITE MAN’S BIBLE, until we have placed a copy in the hands of a majority of our White 

Racial Comrades. We will make sure every White man, woman, and child understands the Jewish 

conspiracy that is now upon us. 
3. As the White Race becomes united, informed, and aroused, we will boycott every Jew and every 

aspect of Jewish influence in our society. This includes boycotting the Jews in business, in their 

professions, in their political activities, in education, in religion, in the news media, theater, etc. 

Not only will we boycott them, but we will expose them, point them out, and wage propaganda 

warfare against them, just as they are presently doing against the White Race. This we can do legally 

and very effectively once we get our religious structure organized. 
4. We thereby intend to drive them from our society in all phases of influence and power, just as 

Hitler did in Germany. We will let them peacefully "wither on the vine," or let them peacefully 

migrate to Israel where the Arabs can contend with them. In no case will we any longer subsidize 

them, do business with them, or allow our White Racial Comrades to be used as victims to promote 

the welfare of these parasites on our backs, 
5. Once we have driven them from political office, we will follow this up with legal measures to 

forever exclude the Jews from positions of power or influence in government, education, 

‘propaganda, arts and theater or any other meaningful influence in our society, as did Hitler in 

Germany, and as did the Byzantine Empire over a thousand years earlier, and as the bandit state of 

Israel has done to all peoples who are not of Jewish birth. 
6. In the meantime, while we are still in the process of gaining control of our own destiny, in no case 

will we ever surrender any of our guns or weapons, under any pretext, ruse, or semblance of law 

whatsoever. Never, never, never, not even one gun. The Second Amendment gives us the 

constitutional right to keep our guns, and we damn well mean to exercise that right at all costs. 

7. So far, everything is legal. We have demanded nothing more than our Constitutional rights, the 

same as every other citizen. We hope we need go no further. 

Now we come to the crux of our position: Should the Jewish government use force to violate our 
Constitutional rights to freely practice our religion; to peacefully assemble; to peacefully organize; 

to distribute our White Man’s Bible; to use mails and any other prerogative in promoting and 

expanding our legal religious organization and the full practice of our religion, then we have every 

right to declare them as open criminals violating the Constitution and the highest law of the land. 
They then obviously are the criminals, and we can treat them like the criminal dogs they are and 
take the law into our own hands. This is the obvious, logical thing to do. We must then meet force 

with force and open warfare exists. It will then be open season on all Jews. 
&. Should the Jews use assassination against our members, or our leaders, then the White Race must 

meet fire with fire, and retribution and vengeance will be our answer. For every one of ours they 

kill, we will exact ten times their number, starting with the rabbis. When law and persuasion no longer 

protect our rights to survival, then we must--as free, courageous, intelligent people have done through 

the ages--turn on our tormentors with a furious vengeance and destroy them down to the last man. Thts 

is the thing the Jews fear above all- violence directly against their race, and rightfully so. With our 
superior numbers and fighting qualities, the Jews would be wiped out mercilessly, should they violate 

our Constitutional rights and inflict violence against us.



How About A Little Honesty? 
(to the White public} 

By Creator Tom Walsh 

The current crumbling of our country’s infrastructure is no great mystery. There is no need to summon 

"experts" in sociology, economics, or politics in order to discover the root of that which ails us as a nation. A simple 

return to honesty, both with ourselves and those around us will suffice as a starting point toward national strength 
resurgence. 

We have, for a long list of absurd reasons, become a nation of placators and patronizers, We have cast aside 

common sense, not to mention thousands of years worth of historical and evolutional proof in order to appease the 
weak and coddle the inferior. Through such ludicrous practice, we have not only put a great damper on our 
continued advancement, but indeed have caused ourseives to devolve and as a result have begun to lose our grip on 

the handle of supremacy that is ours by virtue of blood and birth. 
At what point and for what purpose did it become inappropriate to state facts? What manner of lunacy has 

incited so many of our Kindred to this riot of stupidity? 

It is no lunacy. No one has taken leave of senses. What so many of you have taken leave of is your 
backbone! You have allowed your weakness for material possessions and your desire to live “easy lives" strip you 

of your honor and your courage, and as a result, you’ve succeeded in nearly destroying, in a few short years, what 

it took our ancestors thousands of years, much blood and many tears to build. 
Do you find me harsh or audacious for speaking to you as such, my Kindred? [ take no pleasure in berating 

those I love and I’d much rather be spending this time and effort in the education of our offspring or the like, but 
you have made it necessary that we cease progress in order to remind you of who we are. 

Ashamed is what you should be, not because, as the "politically correct” trash tell us-that our ancestors 

conquered and ruled oppressively with a cruel and heavy hand, but because you allow the dogs we once kept 

underfoot to share in our spoils. To make matters worse, you give in to the traitorous rhetoric and animalistic 
posturing and even allow the mongrels to now claim participation and contribution in our endeavors! These things 

you concede because a few bi-ped freaks burn their own neighborhoods? or because a few kike-sponsored 

“traitorticians' purport that it’s the "right" thing to do? 
The right thing to do is to quit lying to yourselves and each other, to quit placating inferior life forms at your 

kindred’s expense, and to resume your journey on the path of supremacy as your ancestors intended! 

"Preparing A Place"-by Tom Walsh 

Securing a place for White children of tomorrow 

This task we are charged with, my kin 

A White Utopia without want or sorrow 
A place where we'll flourish again 
Who, I ask. you, can truly dispute 

The superior genes we possess 

And who are these traitors who dare to refute 

Our right to protect such, confess 

Why, | ask you, my kin 

Do they seek to deny us our throne 

Could it be that their blood was tainted back when 

They will reap from the seeds they have sewn 
Take a good look around, take an accounting 

Of hearts which are true or are not 

For as | speak the tensions surmounting 

All else we have felt or we’ve sought 

Our task is not simple, nay, easily gained it won’t be 

Many tears and much blood shall be shed 

But the White wonderful world tommorow’s children shall see 

Will make worth each hard mile we musi tread.



 



  

ORDER THE HOLY BOOKS OF CREATIVITY! 

The perfect gift for family and friends on any occasion and whose distribution to our White Racial Comrades 

en masse will mark the end of Jewish/mud race tyranny! Five more books now available! Order your copies today! 
All books by our Founder, Ben Klassen. 

Nature’s Eternal Religion Published in 1973. Sets forth the fundamentals of a Racial Religion for the White Race 
based on the Eternal Laws of Nature, the Experience of History, and Logic and Common Sense. Reveals the full 
story of the Jewish program for the destruction of the White Race, including a complete discussion of the 
Jewish/Christian "Bible." As Reverend Matt Hale has called it, "Nature’s Eternal Religion is the greatest book ever 
written." Only $10. 

The White Man’s Bible Published in 1981. Expands and extends the Creed and Program of Creativity and delves 

into health matters for the betterment of our Race. Also contains a comprehensive history of the Jews. Only $10. 
Salubrious Living *NEW* By Arnold DeVries and Ben Klassen. Published in 1982. Spells out in detail our 
program for living a natural life style and achieving the ultimate in superb health and well-being. Only $10. 

Expanding Creativity Published in 1985. Contains the leading articles written by Ben Klassen and printed in the 
first 12 issues of first Creativity publication, Racial Loyalty, Only $10. 
Building A Whiter and Brighter World Published in 1986. Contains the leading articles of Racial Loyalty issues 
13-28. Only $10. 
RAHOWA! This Planet is All Ours Published in 1987. Racial Loyalty issues 29-39. Only $10. 

The Klassen Letters Vol. Qne *NEW* (1969-1976) Published in 1988. Traces the genesis of our Racial Religion, 
its origins and historical evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of our Founder. Only $10. 
The Klassen Letters Vol. Two *NEW* (1976-1981) Published in 1989. Continues to trace the genesis of our Racial 

Religion, its origins and historical evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of our Founder. Only $10. 
A Revolution of Values Through Religion Published in 1991. A comparative study of religions-reveals Creativity 

to be far superior to all other religions. Only $10. 

Against the Evil Tide *NEW*The Autobiography of Ben Klassen. Published in 1991. Read the story of the life 
of the man whom we all owe a great debt, Only $10. 
On the Brink of a Bloody Racial War Published in 1992. The late issues of Racial Loyalty. Contains a brief 

mention of Rev. Hale when he burnt an Israeli flag in 1990. Only $10. 
Trials. Tribulations, and Triumphs *NEW* Published in 1993. His last book, giving a detailed history of the 

Church during its domicile in North Carolina from 1983 to 1993. Only $10. 
The Little White Book, compiled by Reverend Victor Wolf. A Summary of the Creed and Program of Creativity. 
Easy to carry in your pocket for reading at lunch breaks, etc. Strongly recommended. Only $3. 

  

The White Struggle (Church T.V. program) available on audio tape! 

(narrated by Reverend Hale-$7 apiece). 

Show #19/#20 Creativity-An Idea Whose Time Has Come/The Flat Tire Syndrome 
Show #21/#22 Russia, Israel, and the U.S./Creativity an Creators 

Show #23/#24 Creativity an American phenomenon/Dilemma of American Education 
Show #25/#26 Homogeneous Society Superior/Jewish Program for Mongrelization 

Show #27/#28 Jewish program Part I, Mud race peril/Creativity Not Nazism 
Show #29/#30 Creativity Not Nazism Part Il/The Federal Reserve Board Part I 

Show #31/#32 The Federal Reserve Board Part II/Federal Reserve Board Part III 

Ben Kiassen On Audio Tape! 

Produced in the mid-seventies, Ben Klassen’s Survival of the White Race is an excellent introduction to 

Creativity. $6 donation, 

Creativity Patches Available! 

We have two different patches available, the larger one bearing the symbol of Creativity, plus the inspiring 

words, "Mobilize Nature’s Finest," and the smaller one bearing a larger symbol, but without any words. Don these 
patches with pride, Comrades! Only $4 apiece.


